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List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to 

M.Sc. (Applied Geology) 
Session: 2021-22 

 
Date of Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately. 

Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting. 

Roll No. Category Rank 
 

8003350 CE01$ CA04#     
8003314   BC05#    
8003321  CA03#     
8003329     DS05#  
8003341 CE07# CA11# BC16#    
8003342 CE03$      
8003346  CA02#     
8003347  CA01$     
8003349    SC02#   
8003355   BC21#    
8003364 CE09# CA14#     
8003368   BC14#    
8003374   BC12#    
8003376   BC23#    
8003378   BC10#    
8003384   BC19#  DS04#  
8003399      NC03# 
8003400   BC02#    
8003401 CE05# CA10#     
8003405   BC11#    
8003411   BC08#   NC01$ 
8003413    SC01$   
8003418  CA15#     
8003424 CE08# CA12#     
8003425   BC15#    

 
1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in Special Category 
2. Candidates will be called for reporting strictly in accordance with rank specified above under each category. 
3. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates/Documents in original 
(including documents related to Special Category claimed) at time of completion of admission. 
4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfillment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor. 
5. Selected candidates shall not be allowed to complete admission formalities in absentia. Candidates not reporting for admission on 
the stipulated date and time shall forfeit their claim for admission. 
6. Candidates have to complete the admission formalities immediately, if offered. Date of admission will not be extended. 
7. Admissions will be offered strictly as per rules, in order of rank (given above) to Chance Memo reported candidates if any vacancy 
exists after admission of selected candidates subjected to the eligibility of the candidate. 
8. Candidates offered Chance Memo have to report each time when called for reporting failing which they will not be considered for 
admission. 
 
 
COORDINATOR          CHAIRPERSON 
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List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to 
M.Sc. (Applied Geology) 

Session: 2021-22 
 
Date of Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately. 

Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting. 

Roll No. Category Rank 
 

8003429   BC09#    
8003432   BC20#    
8003433   BC03#    
8003438   BC04#    
8003460    SC03#   
8003461  CA09# BC13#    
8003464  CA06#     
8003465 CE02$ CA05#     
8003466   BC06#    
8003468   BC22#    
8003469  CA13# BC17#    
8003477 CE06#      
8003486      NC02# 
8003488   BC24#    
8003489 CE04# CA07# BC07#    
8003490     DS02#  
8003514   BC18#  DS03#  
8003517     DS01$  
8003518   BC01$    
8003525  CA08#     

 
1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in Special Category 
2. Candidates will be called for reporting strictly in accordance with rank specified above under each category. 
3. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates/Documents in original 
(including documents related to Special Category claimed) at time of completion of admission. 
4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfillment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor. 
5. Selected candidates shall not be allowed to complete admission formalities in absentia. Candidates not reporting for admission on 
the stipulated date and time shall forfeit their claim for admission. 
6. Candidates have to complete the admission formalities immediately, if offered. Date of admission will not be extended. 
7. Admissions will be offered strictly as per rules, in order of rank (given above) to Chance Memo reported candidates if any vacancy 
exists after admission of selected candidates subjected to the eligibility of the candidate. 
8. Candidates offered Chance Memo have to report each time when called for reporting failing which they will not be considered for 
admission. 
 
 
 
COORDINATOR          CHAIRPERSON 
 


